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The Vaal Uprising of 1984 and the Struggle for Freedom in South AfricaJames Currey, 2021

	On 3 September 1984 a bloody uprising set the African townships of the Vaal Triangle aflame. Triggered by dissatisfaction over rent increases and a local government that was failing to provide any meaningful political power or social transformation to the black majority, it heralded the insurrectionary period that was to profoundly...
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It Tolls For Thee: A guide to celebrating and reclaiming the end of lifeWatkins Publishing, 2021

	A funeral celebrant's story about how celebrating death, and creating personalised space for grief, can enrich lives and give meaning to death.

	

	After a close encounter with death, Tom Morton realised he needed a change of pace and perspective. He decided to become the only independent funeral celebrant on the...
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Grokking Simplicity: Taming complex software with functional thinkingManning Publications, 2021

	Grokking Simplicity is a friendly, practical guide that will change the way you approach software design and development.

	

	Summary

	Distributed across servers, difficult to test, and resistant to modification—modern software is complex. Grokking Simplicity is a friendly, practical guide that...
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Freedom of Expression in Islam: Challenging Apostasy and Blasphemy LawsI. B. Tauris, 2021

	
		In Muslim countries, apostasy and blasphemy laws are defended on the grounds that they are based on Islamic Shari'a and intended to protect religion. But blasphemy and apostasy laws can be used both to suppress thought and debate and to harass religious minorities, both inside and outside Islam. This book – comprising...
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Linux System Programming Techniques: Become a proficient Linux system programmer using expert recipes and techniquesPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Find solutions to all your problems related to Linux system programming using practical recipes for developing your own system programs

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop a deeper understanding of how Linux system programming works
	
			Gain hands-on experience of working with different...
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Information-Theoretic Methods in Data ScienceCambridge University Press, 2020

	Learn about the state-of-the-art at the interface between information theory and data science with this first unified treatment of the subject. Written by leading experts in a clear, tutorial style, and using consistent notation and definitions throughout, it shows how information-theoretic methods are being used in data acquisition, data...
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The Age of Dinosaurs: The Rise and Fall of the World’s Most Remarkable AnimalsHarperCollins, 2021

	
		Think you know about dinosaurs? Think again! New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Steve Brusatte brings young scientists and readers everywhere into his world of massive herbivores and fearsome predators, daily unexpected discoveries, and all the new science used to learn about some of the...
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QUANTUM COMPUTING WITH PYTHON: The new comprehensive guide to master applied artificial intelligence in Physics. Learn Machine Learning and computer programming with a complete crash courseIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	
		*KINDLE VERSION Discounted at $ 9.99 instead of $ 14.99... Get QUANTUM PHYSICS section for FREE!!

	
		"Master the best methods for PYTHON. Learn how to programming as a pro and get positive ROI in 7 days with data science and machine learning" 

	
		Are you looking...
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Career Command Through Filipino Martial ArtsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Are you ready to advance your career like a warrior? Are you ready to get a promotion and a raise without sacrificing your integrity? Are you ready to fall back in love with your job? Dr. Bryan Stoops is an educator and professional martial artist. Bryan has over fifteen years of experience in K12, both as a teacher and administrator in places...
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Drug Use for Grown-Ups: Chasing Liberty in the Land of FearPenguin Press, 2021

	“Hart’s argument that we need to drastically revise our current view of illegal drugs is both powerful and timely . . . when it comes to the legacy of this country’s war on drugs, we should all share his outrage.” —The New York Times Book Review

	

	From one of the world's...
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Project Management: A Practical Approach (Routledge-Noordhoff International Editions)Routledge, 2021

	
		Project Management introduces business and management students to project-based working as a means to tackle projects successfully in a unique and accessible way.

	
		Not only in business circles, but also in the field of education, increasingly more activities are performed using a project-based approach. Consider,...
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The Routledge Handbook of the Philosophy and Science of Punishment (Routledge Handbooks in Philosophy)Routledge, 2020

	
		Philosophers, legal scholars, criminologists, psychiatrists, and psychologists have long asked important questions about punishment: What is its purpose? What theories help us better understand its nature? Is punishment just? Are there effective alternatives to punishment? How can empirical data from the sciences help us better...
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